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Abstract. A method describedby Jonesand Pasquill for recordingintensity of atmospheric
turbulenceas a function of samplingduration has been elaborated by Jonesinto a band-pass
system, equivalent to specifiedsampling and averagingtimes. The principle of the method is
briefly stated. Preliminary recordingsof the vertical inclination of the wind in near-neutral conditions, at various heights near the ground and in a range of wind speeds,are now available.
They have been analyzed to derive estimates of the standard deviation aw of the vertical componentcorresponding
to the wholespectrum.The resultssupportthe constancyof a• with height
near the groundin neutral conditions,and its linear variation with wind speedat a fixed reference
height, and lead to a value of 1.3 for a•/u, (u, beingthe friction velocity), thereby substantially
confirmingan earlier estimate by Panofsky and McCormick.

Introduction. In the preceding symposium
of this series,at Oxford in 1958,the author drew
attention to the possibility and advantagesof
directly recordingthe intensity of atmospheric
turbulenceas a function of samplingduration,
i.e., the time over which the turbulent fluctuation is observed.The conceptand the practical
featuresof an experimentalsystemwere subsequently set out in detail by Jones and Pasquill
[1959]. Since then the system has been considerably elaboratedby Jones,and a full account
of this is in preparation. The present note outlines the principle of the method and presents
an analysisof somepreliminary recordingsof the
intensityof the vertical componentof turbulence
in neutral conditionsnear the ground.
The data-processingsystem. If a stationary
time-lapsevariation of a turbulent componentis
analyzedby taking running averagesover times
of length s, and theserunning averagesare available over a sampling duration r, the variance
a2•., that would be observedis related to the
total variance (effectively infinite r and zero s)
by the equation
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F(n) dn is the fraction of the total variance in
the frequency band n to n + dn. The square
brackets imply an ensemble average. The
weighting function applied to F(n) acts as a

band-passfilter of the shapeshownin Figure
1, with 50 per cent (power) transmissionat frequencies0.44/7 and 0.44/s. Note that, if a series
of numericalfilters of this type is applied,with
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the first subscriptreferring to samplingduration and the secondto averagingtime. (A more
detailed discussionof the effects of averaging
time and samplingduration has been given elsewhere [Pasquill, 1961].)
The numericalfilter in Figure 1 may be repre• Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbusentedelectrically,more or lessclosely,accordlence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored ing to the elaborationof the electronicdesign.
by the International Union of Geodesy and GeoFor our purposesa symmetricallyshapedfilter
physics and the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961, of equivalent area, with additive propertiesas
in equation 2, has been adopted, and this is
in Marseilles, France.
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measurmncntsmade at Porton by Jones, in
which the outputs were also squaredto allow
direct evaluation of the standard deviation, an
average value of 1.30 has been found.
Measuremento• the intensity o• the vertical
componentnear the ground. A system on the
above lines is now in experimentaluse at Porton, giving statisticaldata which may be used
specificallyin relation to sampling and averaging times or simply as a broad-bandresolution
of the spectrum.Someof the earliestrecordings
made with it provide fairly critical estimatesof
the total intensity of the vertical componentof
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turbulence

in near-neutral

conditions

close to

the ground. The term 'critical' is used in the
sensethat the broad-band spectral discrimination allows selection of cases for which the tur-

bulent energy in still lower or higher frequency
bandsmay reasonablybe neglectedor estimated
I
IO
IOO
by extrapolation.
Frequency{arbitrary
units)
In these recordingsbands 1-4 were used with
Fig. 1. Solid line is numerical filter correspond- the output from a hot-wire yawmeter set up to
ing to averaging sinusoidal fluctuations over times
measurethe inclination of the wind. The output
of length s and observing these averages over samof the yawmeter was satisfactorily linear over
pling duration r, for r ----6s. Dashed line is electrithe range of inclinations encountered,and its
cal filter used as equivalent to numerical filter.
responsewas adequate for the range of frealso shown in Figure 1. Numerical details for quenciesin the bands.Fuller detailsof the calisix bandsare givenin Table 1, npbeingthe fre- bration and responseof the yawmeter will be
quency for peak power transmissionand n•/• included in an account of the instruments by
that for 50 per cent transmissionon the low- Jones (to be published).
Recordings were also made with band 0,
frequencyor high-frequencyside of the band.
Application of the method merely requires mainly with the yawmeter measuringthe direcrepresentation of the fluctuating component tion, but occasionallythe inclination, of the
linearly as a fluctuating voltage, and measure- wind. In the present analysisit is assumedthat
ment of the output of eachfilter. A simpletech- in this high-frequency range the intensities of
nique adoptedhere is to rectify and smooththe the vertical and lateral componentswere equal,
output and record the resultingsmoothedvalue and this was certainly borne out by a few cases
of the mean deviation

on a slow recorder.

version to standard deviation

when

Con-

direction

and inclination

were

recorded

follows from mul-

alternately over successiveintervals.
Figure 2 showstwo examplesof the results,
tiplication by a/orm/actor, which for a Gaussian distribution
of fluctuations
is L/(,r/2), that chosento illustrate the casesrequiringthe greatis, 1.25. From a considerablenumber of test est amount of extrapolation to one side or the
TABLE

1

Band

np, c/min

0.06
0. O25
0.147

Equivalent r
Equivalent s

18 min
3 min

0.36
0.147
0.88
3 min
30 sec

2.2
O. 88
5.3
30 sec
5 sec

13
5.3
32
5 sec

5/6 sec

78
32
192

470
192
1152

5/6 see
5/36 sec

5/36 sec
5/216 sec
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23 hours. In 23 of

them the estimated total correctionfor highfrequencyand low-frequencyomissionwas less
than 10 per cent of the measuredtotal variance.
The maximum estimated correctionwas 15 per
cent. After applying these corrections the
resulting standard deviations of wind inclina-
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Frequency
(c/rnin)at peakof
band-pass

in band 0.

Acceptable results were available for 34
periods of individual duration between 15 and

/
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of the observedtrend, and on the high-frequency
side by assumingF(n) •r n-5/8,according to
which it is merely necessaryto add 0.43 of the

1650-1715
G.M.Tyt

• •
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filter

Fig. 2. Examples of results from band-passrecordingsof the inclination of the wind.

tions,•,, wereconvertedto standarddeviations

of vertical velocity, •, by using the acceptable
other of the spectrum.No caseswere accepted approximation for small angles
in which the band contributions did not contain
a maximum. Estimation of the variance contribution that had been missed was made on the

wherea is the meanwind speedat the height of

low-frequencyside by subjectiveextrapolation

observation.
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Fig. 3. Total standard deviation of the vertical component, ½,, at variom heights, • a
f•etion of wind speed at a fix• reference height of 2 meters. (The obse•ations were made
over downland, Porton, England, during Janua• and February 1961. Stability conditions were
near-neutral, the larger departures from neutral being indicated by a prime (stable) or double
prime (unstable), when the stability parameter S = AT•a-m/•m,• • in øF see• m-• had numerical
values between 0.01 and 0.1.)
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For neutral conditions of flow, dimensional low-frequencyloss, seemsunlikely to be more
argument gives
than a few per cent, a fairly critical estimateof
the constant B can be made. Analysis of the

am-- Bu,

(3) data in Figure 3 by the method of least squares

where u, is the friction velocity and B is a
numerical constant. Introducing the usual
logarithmic wind profile

=

Z/Zo

(4)

in which z0 is the roughnessparameter and k is
von K•rm•n's constant, it follows that

•wla• = kBl(1og•ZlZo)

a•/u2m-- 0.096
and from the averageof a number of wind profile observations(at heights 0.5, 2, and 15.5
meters, made in conjunctionwith the measurements of turbulence),Zo-- 0.8 cm. Substitution
of these values in (5), with k -- 0.4, leads to

(5)

The implication is that, in the layer in which
the horizontal shearing stress is constant with
height, aw should also be constant with height.
On the other hand, for a constant surface
roughness, in neutral conditions, aw in this
layer shouldbe directly proportionalto the mean
wind speed at a fixed reference height. These
features have •lready been shown to be supported by a number of independentobservations

of a• [Pano•skyand McCormick,1960].
The present data, plotted in Figure 3, clearly
add further support. For certain cases,which
are indicated, the numerical values of a stability
p•rameter,

S•

gives

T23_4m/U15

B-

Previous

estimates

1.33

of this

constant

are

0.86

VMonin,1959,basedon Perepelkina'sdata], 0.7
[Gurvic, 1960], and 1.25 [Pano[sky and McCormick, 1960]. From the small magnitudesof
the correctionsmade in the evaluation of a•,
and the insensitivityto appreciableuncertainty
in the estimateof Zo,it seemsunlikely that the
error in the presentdeterminationof B is greater
than -----0.1.
The result thereforeappearsto confirm the highest of the earlier values.
Acknowledgments. I am indebted to Mr. J. I.
P. Jones, Meteorological Of•ce, for the observational data used in Figure 3. The paper is published with the permission of the Director-General
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